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Welcome... to our Christmas collection of props and ideas to help you “create” the 
perfect Christmas event.

We are able to offer a variety of different options to clients; from Christmas 
Tree & Decoration Rental and Christmas Themed Events, to Christmas 
Props & Accessory Rental, Furniture, Market Stalls, Dancefloors, Bars & 
Lighting.

We believe we have the widest range of products available to help you 
create that special event. Do take the time to look through the catalogue 
and if you are unable to find what you are looking for then please call our 
staff on 01458 832602.
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24  Christmas Trees & Props
A wide range of Trees, Decorations and 
lifesize props are available for Dry Hire 
or we can install and remove if required.

26  Market Stalls
Increasingly popular range of market 
stalls from the German Christmas market, 
Handcarts and striped canopied stalls, 
ideal for Food stations or Bar units.

27  Furniture
A great selection of furniture from 
contemporary LED illuminated, Thrones, 
Event Furniture, and ‘Chill-out’.
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Select from our standard bar kits which 
are both practical and economic, to our 
sophisticated circular modular port-a-bar 
and illuminated LED cocktail bars.

29  Dancefloors
From a snow white to twinkling LEDs, 
we have a range of floors to suit every need.
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Pro-stage is designed for flexibility and 
performance. This simple-to-install staging 
comes with an anthracite carpet cord and 
weight loading of 1000kg per square metre

31  Lighting
The first port of call for any event. Use 
our range of lighting to help enhance the 
atmosphere of your event.
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Christmas Tree and Decoration Rental
Give your customers and staff a real treat this Christmas without the worry of buying and setting 
up your own festive decorations. We deliver and decorate our Christmas Trees, creating a 
wonderful display to put everyone in the festive mood.

By renting out our Trees we take the hassle out of the task, so you and your team can stay 
focused on what is important to your business through the busy Christmas period.

All prices include delivery and set up, and then returning in January to dismantle and remove; it 
could not be simpler.

If you require additional festive decorations then we have a massive range of items available 
or we can supply matching Garlands, Wreaths and Table Centres. Advantages of Decorated 
Tree Rental:

ª Cost effective
ª Hassle free
ª Range of designs available
ª Eco-friendly
ª Fire retardant
ª Lights all PAT tested
ª Variable hire periods
ª Flexible delivery and collection dates

The following pages show our available designs. All pictures are for colour guidance and 
illustration purposes only; actual designs may vary. Please note that accompanying props are 
not included but can be added at an additional cost.

Our Trees are supplied in a variety of sizes - 1.5m, 1.8m, 2.1m and 2.4m. All trees are covered in 
decorations and come with wrapped presents / logs for placement around the base.
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Jolly Holly
Full of Christmas Cheer, this theme comes in the classic Christmas colours of reds, golds and 
greens, with decorative hearts, bells and hessian parcels, along with sprigs of holly and beautiful 
wooden decorations.
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Nordic Snow
Beautifully set on a snow-flocked tree, with a wide selection of rustic decorations made from 
natural and painted wood & wicker.  Pine cones and simple red and white decorations adorn this 
tree to create a chilly but festive spectacle!
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Champagne Chic
Pure opulence and elegance with a mix of golds, whites, and caramels. The tree is heavily 
decorated with a mixture of gold and jewelled baubles, large gold peacocks and glittered 
butterflies, interspersed with white and caramel flower heads.
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Mulled Wine
Warm and full bodied, this style gives you a blend of Purples, deep reds, golds and plum. Heavily 
laden with gold and purple baubles and droplets, decorative items including gold and red glitter 
stars, and gold reindeer intermingled with purple and mauve flower heads.
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Christmas Romance
Based on a white flocked tree with combination of reds, whites, burgundies and diamonds brings 
the romance of Christmas. Giant red satin hearts, baubles and large red rose heads set against 
white glittered snowballs and sparkling butterflies make this a diamante classic.
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Gold & Black Glamour
A combination of various shades of gold against the stark black décor makes this display quite 
special.  Black flowers and reeds on a green Christmas tree, with a wide selection of gold baubles, 
glittered cones and hanging decorations makes this simply stunning.
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Frosty Winter
Sweet and Crisp and Even! This classic winter tree is dressed in whites, silvers, and apple greens. 
Glitter and matt decorative baubles are mixed with wooden bird houses and pine cones, along 
with silver reindeer and butterflies. Sprigs of mistletoe and decorative lace add the final touches.
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Hanging & Stand-alone Decoration
If you are looking for something a little different, we have a very seasonal decoration which can 
be hung or comes with its own stand. The examples show just a few of our Christmas designs in 
Maple Autumn, Ice Magic, Traditional & Rustic.

PLEASE NOTE: We can supply any of our Christmas designs in this style of decoration.
      Please call for details.
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Garlands & Wreaths
Should you require additional decoration, we are able to supply garlands in lengths of 2.75m 
to suit any of the above themes. The same applies with Christmas wreaths. All the decorations 
used in the wreaths and garlands would be the same as the Trees so they create a perfect 
complimentary accompaniment.

Table Centre or Desk Displays
In addition to our trees and hanging decoration rentals, we can offer a range of table centres 
or desk displays.  These can be co-ordinated to match your chosen style or we can simply offer 
glassware, candelabras, lanterns or table-top trees.
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Themed Christmas Party Events
Christmas is the season to be jolly and we are certainly able to help you fulfil this goal for your 
customers, clients or staff. From the Office Party to the Corporate Event, or for the venue 
hosting their Christmas Party Nights, we have one of the largest ranges of products to suit your 
requirements.

The range of themed party ideas is enormous and on the next few pages we have given some 
examples of the more popular Christmas themes.
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Ice White - Frozen
Give your guests a really frosty experience with the wide range of Ice and Frozen props. Features 
include the large Ice Cave Entrance, Ice Palace, Polar Bears, Penguins, and Moose. In addition, 
we have a range of illuminated furniture which can be set to Ice White or Blue. We have a wide 
selection of Chesterfields and soft seating in a range of colours. To complement the theme we 
have a white glittered Dancefloor along with clear Ice Furniture, looking all crisp and even!
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Narnia
One of the most popular themes for Christmas, guests can walk through our giant wardrobe into 
the snow-flocked forest, created with a mix of pine and ice trees on artificial snow. But then look, 
a giant lantern is in the clearing with the white witch’s sleigh. Aslan, the lion appears between the 
snow-covered trees and there is a castle is in the background. Everything looks so real. Welcome 
to the magical world of Narnia!
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Nordic / Après Ski
After a day on the slopes you return to the town, featuring our range of traditional street market 
stalls. Or you can visit our Log Cabin, featuring a large open fire, hardwood tables and benches 
decorated with fur throws. The area is completed with trees finished with traditional wooden 
decoration with a Nordic appeal. Our alpine rustic bar is the perfect choice to serve a selection 
of warming beverages.
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Forest Tale
In the deep midwinter, surrounded by snow laden trees, you will find the animals and mythical 
creatures of the forest including a unicorn, fairies, butterflies, foxes and rabbits. Why not search 
for the magical waterfall of light? We can supply hardwood tables and benches for dining 
experience and our wavey-edged bar makes the perfect accompaniment.
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A Christmas Carol
The traditional Christmas with a range of “Ye Olde” street backdrops of London town, street 
lanterns, carol singers, pre-lit christmas trees, reindeer with sleighs, and barrows of chestnuts. 
Our wide range of market barrows complement this theme. You can’t help but feel nostalgic for 
this Dickensian take on Christmas. Dancefloors are available in light and dark oak, along with 
traditional wood-fronted bars.
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Santa’s Workshop
A visit to the North Pole and you can enter Santa’s hideaway, where you will find a giant open 
fireplace along with packing tables, oversized rulers, pencils, 3D toy soldiers, wrapped parcels, 
and a host of other Christmas items. Why not help Santa load his sleigh or help harness Rudolf, 
Dancer and Prancer?!
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Alice in Winterland
A Christmas take on the popular theme, with all the Alice characters - White Rabbit, Cheshire 
Cat, Mad Hatter’s Hat - mixed with the Christmas scene. Lightly snow-flocked trees, snowballs, 
giant coloured presents and oversized baubles - all adding the magical sparkle to Alice’s Winter 
Party. Furniture is available in Hot Pink and Lime Green to add some fun to the proceedings. Why 
not add a black and white chequered dancefloor to complement the scene?
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Fairytale in New York
Across the pond to New York City with a different take on Christmas. We can supply glass 
mirrored dancefloors to create a skating rink and backdrops of the famous New York Skyline. 
Decorated street lamps, snowballs and giant baubles along with large trees draped in pee lights 
finish the Central Park scene. Our Art Deco bars make the perfect complement to this theme.
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Christmas Burlesque
It’s time to Party! We incorporate all the glitz and glamour mixed with the fun of Christmas. From 
heavy red velor draping, red and burgundy Christmas trees, to crystal chandeliers, Cherubs, 
feathers and plumes, all of which add to the theatrics of Burlesque.
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Christmas Trees and Props
The company boasts massive stocks of 3D models, various styles of trees, and a wide variety 
of oversized decorations and props which can be hired individually. Below we have shown you 
some examples of the vast range available.

Trees - we carry a wide range of various Christmas trees, all our products are fire rated and 
conform to all the current legislation. If you are looking for a simple but effective tree why not 
try our beautiful frosted Spruce which comes decorated with berries and cones or our range of 
wood twig trees for something different. Still very popular is the range of snow laden and white 
trees or we can supply the traditional Aspen Fir. 

Entranceways - when designing any themed event the entranceway to your event is crutial as 
this sets the tone of the event. We have a range of large entrances which are both imposing 
and impressive, from the walkthrough wardrobe for your Narnia event, the giant fireplace, the 
Christmas bridge and the Iced cave entrance all make fantastic pieces.

3D Life-size Models - Traditional Father Christmas Models, Scrooge, Snowmen, the Nutcracker 
and Toy Soldiers all make great pieces to enhance your theme.
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Giant Presents and Baubles - we offer a range of oversized wrapped presents in various colours 
made from a fibreglass resin so can be used outdoors as well as indoor displays. We carry a 
range of large and giant baubles which can be supplied with their own supporting stands or can 
be hung within your venue.

Sleighs - we have a variety of units from traditional wood toboggans to reindeer sleighs which 
will accommodate people and make a great photo opportunity. All are easily portable and the 
larger units all come with wheels to assist.

Reindeer and Animals - From the stag to the doe our reindeer work perfectly on their own or 
with one of the sleighs, if you are looking for something different then our white reindeer in 
flight make a great alternative. Other animals that can be used in a Christmas scene includes our 
life size Moose, Penguins, Donkey, Polar Bear, and Unicorn to mention a few.
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Market Stalls
We are able to supply a wide range of traditional stalls and barrows which are perfect for creating 
your Christmas market.

Street Barrows - these include a flat market style with the option 
of having a wooden canopy. Others include a simple display 
unit from chimney sweeps’ barrows to larger fruit sellers. All 
make attractive food serveries and can be incorporated into 
many themes.

Striped Market Stalls - one of our most popular hire items, these 
are manufactured from timber frames which are then dressed 
with various canopies. The canopies are available in red/white 
stripe, green/white strip and blue/white stripe. Additional 
decorations can be added to suit your event. These are ideal 
for caterers as food serveries or can be used as simple market 
stalls. We also have additional roof sections in reed, slate and 
tiled designs which can easily be added for different effect.

Alpine Stalls - finished in the log effect, these are ideal as bars 
or food outlets or as market stalls to display goods. These 
easy-to-assemble props make an ideal focal point for your 
Alpine-styled event.
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Furniture
We have a wide range of furniture which can be used for event catering, or items that 
can be used to create a ‘chill-out’ area. In addition we have a variety of thrones and more 
contemporary furniture.

Event Furniture - from the classic Banqueting Chair and the more 
elegant Chiavari Chair to the wooden folding chair, we carry large 
quantities of these products and can supply on a long term rental 
where required. To accompany the chairs we have all the standard 
sized round tables along with Trestle tables.

LED Illuminated Furniture - this has been a big hit and proved very 
popular with our clients, especially for Christmas events where you 
can select various shades of blue and white to help enhance that cold 
winter feel. A variety of styles are available from the popular Poseur 
tables and bar stools to simple scatter cubes. All the units are battery 
powered and will run for up to 8 hours disconnected from the mains.

Thrones - Our large Santa thrones make an ideal photo opportunity 
for your guests, available in various styles and sizes. In addition we 
have our white thrones which work well with any Icy or Frozen theme.

Chesterfield Range - smart sofas and chairs available in a range of 
colours from traditional brown to black, white, gold and silver. The 
latest range comes in hot pink and lime green and are great additions 
for something a little different. We carry a range of tables and cubes 
in the same style faux leather and in a selection of nine different 
colours.

Soft Furnishings and Stools - we have a wide range of coloured cubes 
which make ideal quick chill seating areas along with a selection of 
various low tables to suit. Giant cushions, low bench seating and 
funky designed sofas are available to create the perfect seated area.
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Bars
Bars are one of the focal points of any event, and with our range we are sure you will find 
something to suit your needs.

From the practical standard bar units which are available with various facades from Art Deco to 
Black and Wood effect, through to the modular “Portabar” system which makes the ultimate 
cocktail bar.

Our new range of LED illuminated bars are available in component sections to create straight or 
curved bar units and make eye-catching colourful cocktail units.
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Dancefloors
We are proud that we have the largest stock of portable dancefloors in the country, offering 
unparalleled variety and value.

The floors are available in the following colours and styles:

ª White
ª Sparkling White
ª Black
ª Glittered Black
ª Black and White Chequered
ª	Light Oak and Dark Oak
ª	Starlight White LEDs in a white floor
ª	Starlight white LEDs in a black floor
ª	RGB LED Dancefloor (coloured LEDs)
ª	Saturday Night Fever Disco Floor

Our Light Oak, Dark Oak, Black, White and Checkered floors can be used outdoors and are fully 
waterproof.

The floors are self-levelling and lock together without the need for any tools.
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Staging
Our staging is both practical and very easy to assemble and de-rig. The basic components are a 
Stage Platform (available in either 1m x 1m or 1m x 0.5m) and a Stage Riser (available in 20cm, 
30cm, 40cm and 60cm heights). You simply clip the riser to the stage panel and each stage panel 
will lock together to create a solid structure. It could not be simpler.

Each stage panel will take a load of 1000kg per square metre and a combination of risers allow 
the structure to be at a maximum of 1 metre in height.

All stage panels come with a black pleated valance which is included in the price.
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Lighting
We pride ourselves being at the forefront of lighting hire, where we can offer a vast range 
of items from the self-contained, easy-to-operate units, to the more sophisticated intelligent 
programmable moving heads.

A venue can be transformed with the simple use of lighting.  We always recommend a range 
of uplighters to wash the walls with colour and with our choice of LED uplighters and simple 
controllers, clients may change the ambience themselves at the touch of a button.

Battery versions are now available, therefore clients no longer have to worry about cabling and 
electric consumption – simply place and operate.

Disco lighting effects and lasers are available to help create simple light shows which can be 
easily switched on or off and will automatically animate to the beat of the music.

If a client is looking for something more sophisticated, we are able to offer programmable moving 
lights in wash, beam and spot versions, with selectable gobos and colour mixing facilities. Please 
ask for details.
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